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On Sunday evening it was really nice to meet all our ALFIE-friends in Girona for our 
final meeting. We were warmly welcomed by the Catalans and had a delicious meal 
in a historical restaurant directly on the famous Place of Independence. 
 
On Monday our hosts guided us to the “acefir-homebase” of which we had already 
heard so much. It was a pleasure to see with how much pride Rosa and Esther 
showed us their working place.  We started with serious group work on the subject 
for the final recommendations. The room was full of intensive discussion and serious 
work. During the following plenary session we decided as a group to emphasise the 
title “Why” as an introduction in general. 
  
After the break the first group presented their results of the group discussion and 
everyone commented on their proposals. Once more it was interesting to note that in 
other countries digital technology is seen as almost a human right which is a 
different view to that pertaining in Switzerland.  
 
Before lunch we moved to the City Hall where we felt highly honoured to meet the 
mayor of Girona and the town councillor for education. We realized with just how 
much passion, networking and diplomacy Rosa is involved in all these projects for the 
immigrants. It’s her life-project and it is wonderful to see how Rosa involves young 
people such as Carla, Chris, Victoria und Cristina to continue “her” work when she 
retires. 
 
On this day we were also given the opportunity to attend a presentation by the 
responsible person for the adult literacy oral module at Caritas. It is incredible that 
most of the teachers who are working there are volunteers! They had asked people 
living in Girona to send Caritas pictures which needed to be collected to build up the 
oral module. At the end they got a tremendous collection of the most varying kinds 
of pictures of everyday life in Girona. The pictures were then arranged by subject to 
create a great data base to work with. We thought that this way of building a data 
base wouldn’t work in Switzerland because the concept is too simple and the pictures 
wouldn’t have been taken by a professional! 
 
We then moved further on to visit one of the Community Centres of Girona. Here we 
also got the impression that in the last few years a lot of people had given of their 
time to achieve their passionate and shared belief in the community and for the 
integration of immigrants in it. There are many volunteers working to organize 
courses to give help in practical matters as well as assistance at the social level. At 
one level these activities could be called Peace Centres because they work to bring 
together families, children, parents, youngsters and local inhabitants, old and young.  
Tuesday began with a visit by the Regional Manager of Education at the 
Headquarters of the Generalitat de Catalunja in Girona. After that we had our second 



working session. We finished group discussion more or less in agreement for the final 
recommendation. We had to shorten this discussion because we had been invited to 
a tour round the Hotel School of Girona and to lunch. So Hanne will put all the bits 
together and we will “discuss” the final paper by e-mail. 
 
During the whole meeting we were warmly welcomed by everyone from ministers to 
headmasters and more who all gave us the feeling of being very important visitors.  
Furthermore we also recognized the huge commitment everyone has for their 
community and how strongly they feel themselves to be part of Europe. 
  
It was a pleasure to taste the delicious Catalan food and we will never forget Carla's 
cakes.  
Thanks also to Esther for her wonderful photobook about the whole project. This 
contribution was deeply touching and showed how very much we had become a kind 
of ALFIE-family.  
 
Unfortunately Kari couldn’t be part of the final meeting because she was ill. We also 
missed her not only in person but also as a member of our group due to her report 
about her personal project on computer-based education in work with illiterate 
immigrants 
   
Dear Catalans, we thank you very much for your hospitality and for organizing the 
meeting. It was simply great.  
 
 
 
Short note about the whole project 
 
We all feel grateful to have been members of this project. We have been a wonderful 
group with wonderful people, all of whom are concerned about the fringe group of 
illiterate immigrants. This kind of work needs many different strengths, empathy, 
patience and professional knowledge. From time to time it is necessary to reload the 
teachers' batteries and this has proved to have been well done during the project. 
Although we have had to work hard to get through all the necessary paperwork, we 
have received motivation and inspiration by getting to know all these interesting 
people.  
We got to know methods and didactic tools, different approaches, new designs, 
problems and challenges in different countries. Networking at its very best! 
 
Last but not least it has to be said that Hanne has been the perfect Supercoordinator 
thanks to her meticulous work, her kind reminders and her serious way of leading us 
through the EU labyrinth.  
 
Our thanks to everyone and all the best for you and your families. 
 
And now it's time to say goodbye! 
 


